THE SKINNY
A slimmer escutcheon is just one of the high features of the Edge passage set by Rocky Mountain Hardware. A bronze finish and a sculptural knob add to the contemporary vibe. $632, available through Kbai/ls, kialfs.com, rockymountainhardware.com.

WELCOME HOME
The Modern Sash Collection of garage doors by Clopay complements contemporary or midcentury modern home styles and can be configured with different window sizes and placements. $1,600, the Home Depot, homedepot.com, clopaydoor.com.

TREND SETTER
Belwith-Keeler has introduced decorative cabinet hardware in jewellike finishes. The sophisticated Trellis pull in Ultra Brass is patterned after the architectural quastrofoil motif. $12-$41, depending on size and finish, belwithkeeler.com.

TEXTURAL APPEAL
The hand-hammered, pebble-like surface of Waterworks' Dorland pull plays against the smooth polished back plate. Shown in unlacquered brass, the cabinet hardware can also be ordered in nickel, $380, waterworks.com.

ANIMAL INSTINCTS
Jessica Cushman and Judy Dimon, founders of JK C&D, have translated wearable art into workable hardware. Each piece is one-of-a-kind, including this naturally shed African warthog tusk pull. $62, Available through Karonah Architectural Hardware, karonahhardware.com, kcandd.com.

Mary Fitzgerald